INTRODUCING
THE MARKETING
DEPARTMENT
OF TOMORROW
10 trends that will reshape
B2B Marketing by 2030
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1  COMPLEXITY
EXPLOSION
Defining the marketing department of
tomorrow is a constantly moving target.
In fact, even defining that of today is
becoming increasingly tricky.
already seen the walls
surrounding their traditional marketing departments
begin to crumble. In the future the marketing
department will go from being a clearly defined,
discrete unit, its mindset and task will have started to seep
into the rest of the organization. “10 or 20 years ago you could
define a marketing department quite easily, this is no longer
the case. It might not be relevant to talk about marketing department anymore, we do not have a marketing department,
all my departments work with market questions, including
sales,” Leif Börjesson, Managing Director at Springwine, says.
MANY ORGANIZATIONS HAVE

this, the art of marketing itself is rapidly becoming more complex as well, driven by both shifting business
demands and technological developments trying to keep
pace with them. According to the experts, THE TOP 5 MOST
IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS of the marketing department over
the next ten years will be the following:
IN ADDITION TO

1 — Data department that provides other
departments with decision support
2 — Insight department that identifies
customers and their needs and
behaviors
3 — Employer brand builder who
strengthens the company’s employer
brand

What role will increase in
importance most for the
marketing department over
the next ten years? Being a/
an… (percentage agreeing)
91 %
— Data department that
provides other departments
with decision support

88 %
— Insight department identifies
customers and their needs
and behaviors

79 %
— Employer brand builder
who strengthens the
company’s employer
brand

74 %
— Concept developer
who transforms
costumers insight into
creative communicative
concepts

67 %
— Important part of the
company’s product
development and
innovation using
insights from
marketing and sales

4 — Concept developer who transforms
customer insight into creative
communicative concepts
5 — Important part of the company’s
product development and innovation
using insights from marketing and sales

a typical marketing department look like in the
future? The answer is that there probably will not be such a
thing as a “typical marketing department” anymore. The “one
size fits all” approach will likely be gone for good — instead
making way for a whole new paradigm of dynamism, ingenuity
and complexity.
SO WHAT WILL

We do not have a
marketing department,
all my departments work
with market questions,
including sales”
— Leif Börjesson, Managing Director
at Springwine

Automation and
digitalisation mean that
the boundary between
sales and marketing is
becoming more or less
non-existent”
— Billy Andersson, Editor in Chief,

Resumé Magazine

2  WORKING AS ONE
Marketing has traditionally been considered the yin
to the sales department’s yang — two distinct halves
working in tandem but separately.
tell a story before you can sell a story,” as General
Electric’s vice chair Beth Comstock once described the relationship.
However, the line between these halves is becoming increasingly blurry.
Leif Börjesson, Managing Director at Springwine, calls the difference
between sales and marketing “a non-issue”. “The controversy between sales
and marketing is only getting increasingly ridiculous. The demands on the sales
department and salespeople are constantly increasing, it is more and more highly
educated people who work with professional sales. You can go between marketing and sales more easily today.”
There are several factors contributing to this confluence of marketing and
sales. One of the most important ones is the growth in automation and AI-assisted tools.
“Automation and digitalisation mean that the boundary between sales and
marketing is becoming more or less non-existent” says Billy Andersson, Editor in
Chief, Resumé Magazine.
“YOU HAVE TO

increase the ability of the marketing department to drive sales
and generate leads through content optimization — personalization of marketing
content, as well as the choice of media and media purchasing — handled by
machines and algorithms.
In other words, the “marketing department of the future” might not even be
called that anymore — instead having been fused with sales and customer intelligence to form a new, more dynamic unit. Rather than two halves: one whole,
striving toward one goal.
THIS TREND WILL

The integration of sales &
marketing is assisted by the
growths in automation and
AI-assisted tools.
What percentage of the work below
would do you say is performed by
”machines” today, and how do you
assess the situation in 2030, in percent?

Today

2030

— In personalization of
marketing content:

24 %

62 %

— In the choice of media
and media purchasing:

24 %

62 %
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3 IT’S THE BRAND,
STUPID
Among the B2B marketing departments
of today, the focus is generally on assisting
the sales department by generating leads.
As explored in the previous section, this
cooperation will only deepen in the future.
But the marketing department itself will also
embrace a new main focus: brand building.

How would you generally
assess the balance in the B2B
companies marketing departments’ work between brand
building vs. to drive/support
sales? (precentage brand vs
sales)
TODAY

understand that even in
an automated, digital and smarter world they need
to work with their brand building. This is something
that has gotten worse in recent years. The reason
is that search has become so effective that they have moved
more and more money to it and the money has many times
been taken from their brand building and it is not a really
long-term strategy. It must be evaluated according to how
much growth it generates,” Carl Wåreus, Google’s Head of
domestic Clients, Agencies & Partners, says.
“FUTURE MARKETERS WILL

of digital automation means that marketing is becoming increasingly streamlined and less differentiated. (It can also be argued that this is actually lowering the
quality of the output, as well as causing content bloat.) Those
who wish to stand out instead need to take a step back and
focus on innovative, high-level branding concepts.
INDEED, THE ADVENT

Sales
driven

59 %

60 % of the experts participating in the
survey, actual human creativity will become the most important resource for those striving to avoid drowning in a sea of
automated marketing.
ACCORDING TO NEARLY

Future marketers will
understand that even in
an automated, digital and
smarter world they need
to work with their brand
building”

Brand
building

25 %

2030

Sales
driven

40 %

Brand
building

52 %

— Carl Wåreus, Google’s Head of

domestic Clients, Agencies & Partners
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4 T
 HE FUTURE IS (EVEN MORE)
DATA-DRIVEN
The fact that data is often referred to as “the new oil” is more apt than
many realize. While the description certainly rings true in the most
superficial sense — data being an immensely valuable resource, capable
of powering entire industries — there also a deeper parallel: as with oil in
centuries past, those who early on realized the value of data got a huge
head start, leaving the competition hopelessly behind.
of
the past decade, it comes as
no surprise that the future of
marketing will be increasingly
data-driven.
Among other things, the data-driven
approach has already made media
planning more reliable and efficient,
increased the likelihood of the right
messages reaching the right audiences,
and facilitated a deeper understanding
of the customer journey.
GIVEN THE DEVELOPMENTS

But while only 30 %
of experts believe
that customer/
consumer/user data
is a central part of
most organizations’
marketing activities
today, nearly all of
them predict that it
will be by 2030.

other words, is not
whether data will retain its status as a
highly valuable commodity. It is how to
best leverage this in order to stay at the
forefront of the ever-changing world of
data-driven marketing. For those who
adapt quickly and embrace the insights
that can be derived from data, the rewards will likely be huge — while others,
once again, will be left in the dust.
THE QUESTION, IN
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THE FUTURE OF MARKETING
IS DATA-DRIVEN
IMPORTANCE OF DATA NOW vs. 2030

… customer/consumer/user/data
is/will be a central part of the majority of
organizations’ marketing activities

Today

2030

THIRD PARTY DATA

… organizations purchase/
will purchase the majority of data
on customers/consumers

FIRST PARTY DATA

… organizations gather/
will gather the majority of data on
customers/consumers on their own

Results indicate percentage of people agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement
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5 K
 NOW YOUR CUSTOMERS
(...BETTER THAN THEY KNOW
THEMSELVES)
Think customer insights are important today? That is nothing compared to
what the future is likely to bring. 46 % of experts agree that data on user
and customer behaviors, attitudes and values will be the most important
data of all to access and analyze over the next 10 years. Almost as many
state that the biggest stars in the marketing and sales departments of
tomorrow will be behavioral scientists and psychologists.
not only be tasked with tracking trends and analyzing consumer mindsets and
motivations. They will also need to get out in
front and predict the future; to understand behaviors and needs before customers even know themselves
what they need and want, so that they can be targeted with
personalized messaging at exactly the right moment.
THESE STARS WILL

the end user, partly to be
able to communicate effectively, but above all to develop
products and services targeted at key segments in the
longer term. The marketing department should be more
involved in this work in the future.”, says Hans Althin, Vice
President Innovation Alektum Group.
“BUSINESSES MUST UNDERSTAND

Businesses must understand
the end user to develop
products and services
targeted at key segments
in the longer term”
— Hans Althin, Vice President

Innovation Alektum Group

IN PERCENTAGE

46 43 38

percentage of experts stating
that data on user and CUSTOMER
BEHAVIORS, ATTITUDES and values
is the most important kind of data
to have access to and analyze over
the next 10 years.

percentage of experts stating that
the BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST AND
PSYCHOLOGISTS will be the main
“heroes” or “stars” towards 2030
in marketing and sales

percentage of experts stating
that CUSTOMER INSIGHTS will be
more important for the marketing
department towards 2030
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6 T
 HE INSIGHTER
IS KING
By the year 2030, a new class of superheroes
is expected to dominate marketing and
sales departments. According to the experts,
this class mainly comprises data analysts,
business developers, behavioral scientists
and psychologists.
marketing will be less about what we
today consider marketing, such as creating traditional ad campaigns, and more about delivering insights
and facilitating business development.
‘ Sales Director SME CEE at Dun & Bradˇ
Katarina Raicevic,
street Europe, is one of many experts who share the view that
marketing decisions will increasingly be rooted in raw data
rather than marketers’ personal opinions, preferences and
perceptions. “I think the future of the marketing lies a lot in
analytics. Understanding what kind of content on which engines will have the best impact on my business. And here you
need a lot of analytical knowledge, it’s not just about my gut
feeling, it’s not just that I love red and then I will have all the
slogans and everything in red and I think everybody else will
love it. No, you really need to test, try, and see. We repeat,
learn from mistakes but learn quickly, which means many of
the things in marketing the future will be driven by the analytical knowledge.”
THAT’S RIGHT —

to this, the marketing department will need
to be staffed by people who can actually extract these analyses and insights out of the available data. In other words,
don’t be surprised when you look around your own marketing
department in the year 2030, only to find it teeming with psychologists and data scientists rather than campaign managers
and designers.
AS A COROLLARY

You really need to test,
try, and see. We repeat,
learn from mistakes but
learn quickly”
— Katarina Raicevic,
’ Sales Director SME
ˇ

CEE at Dun & Bradstreet Europe
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Data analytics

54,76 %

Business developers/
business modelling

45,24 %

Behavioral scientists/
Psychologists

42,86 %
Product and
service designers

30,95 %

THE INSIGHTER
IS KING
Who do you think will be the main
“heroes” or “stars” towards 2030 in
marketing and sales, i.e. those who
really create value in B2B companies?
(Percentage of choice)

Data scientists/
Data engineers

28,57 %

Marketing
strategists

23,81 %
Market
analytics

16,67 %

Sales reps.

16,67 %
Other

11,19 %
Copywriters
Ethnologists/
anthropologists

4,76 %

7,14 %
Designers

4,76 %

7  INSIGHTS
AUTOMATED:
AI TAKING US EVEN
FURTHER
Generating groundbreaking new insights
about your customers is a daunting task.
Luckily, the marketers of the future will not
have to take it on themselves.
one of many areas where AI
will take over the most labor-intensive tasks, helping
us humans get further along than we would have
been able to on our own. The cutting-edge AI bots
of the future will be able to independently and automatically
gather and interpret enormous amounts of data — including
text, voice, images and video — and quickly deliver more
insights than would be possible today.
This does not mean that your colleagues in the marketing
department will suddenly be replaced by robots. Creative decisions and concept work will still need a human touch, instead
of being left to algorithms to figure out.
INSTEAD, INSIGHTING IS

former Innovate Data Master at Dun
& Bradstreet Europe, likens it to a race where reaching the
goal is up to the humans, but machines will help us along for
the first 100 meters — instead of the first 10 meters, as is the
case today.
Keeping our hands on the proverbial steering wheel is also
a question of ethics; of ensuring that the path to the future is
not charted automatically by algorithms.
As Joanne Chen, Partner at Foundation Capital, put it in
an expert panel on AI at SXSW: “AI is good at describing the
world as it is today with all of its biases, but it does not know
how the world should be.”
JEAN-PHILIPPE SCHEPENS,

In your opinion,
when do you
believe that…
50 % or more of organizations’ media
investments are independently decided by
computers?
Never

13,5 %

Within
5 years

67,5 %

Within
10 years

19 %

Almost all marketing to be done automatically
in real time with data collection at the same
moment as it is generated and with immediate
automated action?
Never

13,5 %

In more
than 10
years

10,5 %
Within
10 years

Within
5 years

19 %

67,5 %

Most larger companies will base their
communication on data-driven insights through
a largely automated process rather than pure
intuition?

AI is good at describing
the world as it is today
with all of its biases, but
it does not know how the
world should be”
— Joanne Chen, Partner at

Foundation Capital

In more
than 10
years

Never

2,5 %

2,5 %

Within
10 years

11 %

Within
5 years

84 %
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8 M
 ARKETING WITH
EMOTION
Andrea Fryrear, author and agile marketing thought
leader, has often been quoted as saying: “Our job is
not to create content. Our job is to change the world
of the people who consume it.”
that is often
only half the battle. In order
to get someone to consume
even the smallest bit of content, you first have to reach him or her
all the way across a stormy sea of competing marketing messages, doing their
very best to overpower and undermine
each other.
The art of standing out, thinking
different, cutting through the noise, has
always been one of the most difficult to
master in marketing. And this will
certainly still be the case in 2030. After
all, no matter how much AI and
automation will change the marketing
landscape, your audience will still consist
of people — which means it will still be
BUT IN REALITY,

necessary to find what resonates with
them, on a deeply human level.
Experts believe that achieving this, by
creating groundbreaking new concepts
with a high level of creativity, will be one
of the main areas where successful
marketing departments will differ from
average ones in 2030.
This is where the emotional aspect of
marketing comes into play. Considering
how crowded the marketing landscape
already is and will continue becoming,
simply churning out content for the sake
of being seen will take a back seat to
establishing an emotional connection
with people.
“The empathy paradigm is growing
stronger in a tougher competitive

The empathy paradigm
is growing stronger in
a tougher competitive
landscape. Soft values are
becoming increasingly
important to create a
perceived uniqueness
of brands”
— Henrik Larsson, Researcher

at Mercuri International Research
landscape. Soft values are becoming
increasingly important to create a
perceived uniqueness of brands. We
apply our consumer behaviors and
expect the same thing as B2B buyers.
Companies strive upwards in Bain & Co’s
B2B Value Pyramid towards ever more
organizational empathy that can be
added to more unique marketing of
products and services,” Henrik Larsson,
Researcher at Mercuri International
Research, says.

Toward 2030, what will make a successful marketing department?
The majority of respondents ranked ”ability to create groundbreaking new concepts
with creative height” that affects emotions as second highest, after use of data.
100 %

Innovative brand-streng
thening marketing
collaborations
Ability to adapt to, and make
use of, new technical solutions
Ability to constantly scan for
changes on the horizon, and
to be able to parry and take
advantage of them

50 %

Ability to create ground
breaking new concepts with
creative height
0%

1

2

3

4

5

Order of importance from high to low – 1 is most important, 5 is least important

Ability to use data to optimize
communication and impact

9  FROM MEN (TRADITIONAL
MEDIA, EVENTS AND
NETWORKS) TO VAM
(VR, AI AND MIXED REALITY)
One very tangible impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been a
rapid shift away from in-person communication to digital platforms,
such as Zoom or Teams. It “pulled the digital transformation a
‘ says.
ˇ
couple of years further”, as Katarina Raicevic
2030,
however, will be much more
powerful, intuitive and less
intrusive. This means that
professional networks, events and
conferences are on the way out, experts
believe. Mixed reality solutions will make
traveling to physical meetings seem
like an antiquated extravagance — why
waste resources on transport when you
can simulate being in the same meeting
room together, writing on the same
whiteboard?
Traditional marketing channels will
also come under threat when virtual
and mixed reality make completely new
THE PLATFORMS OF

media experiences possible. And as
explored in a previous section, AI-generated content such as videos, images and
text will usher in a new marketing paradigm. According to Annette Sidemo,
Communication Director at Tetra Pak,
”AI-driven communication is the next
big shift in the marketing arena”.
Carl Wåreus, Head of Domestic
Clients, Agencies & Partners at Google,
concurs: “AI-based marketing will be
completely natural in the future. It will
continue to grow as the possibility of
predictability increases. It will probably
be so common in the future that you will
not even think about when it is used.”

AI-driven
communication
is the next big shift in
the marketing arena”
—A
 nnette Sidemo,

Communication Director
at Tetra Pak

Automation, AI and machine learning have already affected parts of the marketing
departments’ work. What percentage of the work below would do you say is performed
by ”machines” today, and how do you assess the situation in 2030, in percent.

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
In creative work,
i.e. in concept
development

In work
management

In producing
text and content
Today

2030

In personalization
of marketing
content

In the choice of
media and media
purchasing

10  CENTRALIZED AND
STRONGER
Not only will the role, definition and staff of the
marketing department change. It will also occupy
an enhanced, more prominent position in the
organizations of 2030, an overwhelming majority of
experts agree.
consequences
of the digital shift is that it also
helps to concentrate the marketing efforts. Strategic decisions
are being centralized, which in turn means
that the marketing department becomes
cemented as a core business unit, orbited
by local satellite offices. This is something
that has already become apparent to
Carl Wåreus. “In terms of the marketing
department of the future, I believe in more
centralization. Much of the value development and even media purchases require
resources that cannot be carried out in
many different places. Exceptions are if you
want to buy TV because then you have to
know the local markets, but buying Youtube
and other platforms you buy centrally just
as easily. The rest is local adaptation.”
ONE OF MANY

stronger marketing
department, even more critical to the
overall business structure, will also face
more robust challenges. “I think the role of
the marketing will definitely be even more
important [...] The phygital world will create
new opportunities, but don’t forget the
integrity issues in an age where the market
automation development is exploding. We
need to focus on the level of competence
of both staff and personal when it comes
to meeting all future challenges,” Katarina
’ concludes.
ˇ
Raicevic

How do you think that the
marketing department’s
position in the organisation
will change towards 2030.
Will it be strengthened or
weakened? (Percentage
agreing)

Stronger

HOWEVER, THE NEW,

62 %

Weaker

24 %
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THE 4 DIFFERENT
MARKETING
DEPARTMENTS
OF THE FUTURE
As part of its extensive study we
devised a model to simulate what the
marketing department of the future
might look like, based on a long range
of characteristics. Here are four different
outcomes suggested by that model,
showing different paths a marketing
department might take leading up to
the year 2030.
— To identify the defining traits of the
marketing department of tomorrow,
a set of characteristics were derived
from the research material along
which the importance of each
characteristic could be rated on a
scale from 1 (Will not be a part of
the marketing department at all)
to 7 (Will be a central part of the
marketing department).
— The characteristics have been
placed in a circle to better visualize
the overall model, allowing each
characteristic to be rated on its
perceived importance to derive
various outcomes.
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THE REVENUE DRIVER
Hero: Chief Sales Officer
The sales-driven department is a market intelligence
and sales leads machine, whose main function is to
support sales. The department supplies sales with
innovative targeting methods and qualified leads,
being the Q to the James Bond. This department
could end up with problems around brand building
due to the short-term sales driving focus, where the
marketing of the brand is not as highly prioritized.

Sales focus
Niche marketing

Product focus

7
6

7

6

5

6
4

5

7
6
5
4
3

1 1

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

2

7

3

3

4

Data-driven insights

5

4

6

5

7

6
7

3

2

2

1

1

4

1

2

5

1

4

6

7

3

3

2

7

7
6

5

4

3

Customer insights

2

4

3

5

4

6

5

7

6
7

Generalist skillset

2

Internal lead

3

1

2

Human centric creativity

6

1

5

2

1 1 1

Tech driven

3

2

1

Integrated organizational
structure

4

4

1

5

3

2

2

6

4

3

3

7

5

4

5

In-house expertise

Brand building

7

Business development/strategy

Temporary taskforces
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THE BEHAVIOR AND
CUSTOMER INSIGHT TEAM
Hero: Behavioral scientist
This department’s main focus is to understand the behaviors,
decision-making processes, and attitudes of new and existing
customers. This knowledge is used to generate new campaigns, as
well as being fed into other departments. The focus of the marketing
is both to drive sales and build the overall brand, as understanding
and drawing insights from the customer’s behavior is as much about
knowing what will trigger a purchase decision as knowing what brand
messaging to use to create a connection with potential customers.

Sales focus
Niche marketing

Product focus

7
6

7

6

5

6
4

5

7
6
5
4
3

1 1

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

2

7

3

3

4

Data-driven insights

5

4

6

5

7
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7

3

2

2

1

1

4

1

2

5

1

4

6

7

3

3

2

7

7
6

5

4

3

Customer insights

2

4

3

5

4

6

5

7

6
7

Generalist skillset

2

Internal lead

3

1

2

Human centric creativity

6

1

5

2

1 1 1

Tech driven

3

2

1

Integrated organizational
structure

4

4

1

5

3

2

2

6

4

3

3

7

5

4

5

In-house expertise

Brand building

7

Business development/strategy

Temporary taskforces
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THE DATA AND TECH LAB
Hero: Data analyst
The data and tech marketing department is focused on
collecting and analyzing data that is distributed to other parts
of the organization. It is tasked with staying up to date with new
technological solutions and implementing them in the organization
to aid marketing and adjacent departments. The marketing has
a bigger focus on sales than brand, as the data collected makes
it easier to generate leads. Data further allows for more accurate
targeting through niche marketing channels, making it possible to
target specific customers effectively.

Sales focus
Niche marketing

Product focus
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THE STRATEGY CENTRAL
Hero: Business developer
The goal of this type of department model is to align marketing with
the overall business model and strategy. This marketing department is
represented in the management and works on an overarching strategic
level with brand building and long-term marketing campaigns. The
strategy central gathers more skillsets and employees in-house in order
to take ownership of key strategic functions and decisions. However,
this department does not work in a particularly integrated manner
with other departments (however, there is some cross-functionality the
marketing department, mainly keep their work in-house).

Sales focus
Niche marketing

Product focus
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2
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3
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